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Research Article TIME COURSE OF PERCEPTUAL GROUPING BY COLOR Melissa F. Schulz and Thomas Sanocki University of South Florida



Abstract—Does perceptual grouping operate early or late in visual processing? One position is that the elements in perceptual layouts are grouped early in vision, by properties of the retinal image, before perceptual constancies have been determined. A second position is that perceptual grouping operates on a postconstancy representation, one that is available only after stereoscopic depth perception, lightness constancy, and amodal completion have occurred. The present experiments indicate that grouping can operate on both a preconstancy representation and a postconstancy representation. Perceptual grouping was based on retinal color similarity at short exposure durations and based on surface color similarity at long durations. These results permit an integration of the preconstancy and postconstancy positions with regard to grouping by color. Gestalt principles of grouping and time-course models of processing have been central to the study of vision. Researchers in both areas are interested in how a percept emerges over time. Yet there has been little cross talk between these areas of research (Palmer & Rock, 1994; but see Gulick & Stake, 1957; Rauschenberger & Yantis, 2001). What is the time course of perceptual grouping, and how does it relate to the time course of vision? The most commonly assumed view (the preconstancy position) has been that Gestalt grouping processes operate on early representations, producing figural regions for analysis by subsequent processes (Kahneman & Henik, 1981; Marr, 1982; Neisser, 1967; Wertheimer, 1923/1950). The preconstancy position is that elements in perceptual layouts are grouped early in vision (Wertheimer, 1923/1950), by properties of their retinal images (Marr, 1982), before perceptual constancies have been processed and before selective attention has been deployed (Kahneman & Henik, 1981; Neisser, 1967). On an anatomical level, theorists who support this position might presume that perceptual grouping operates in cortical areas that first receive visual input—areas V1 and V2 of the visual temporal process. How can one operationally define early grouping and distinguish it from alternatives? Rock and Brosgole (1964) developed a new method for examining this question. These researchers investigated grouping relative to perceptual constancy. Perceptual constancy is established when humans perceive the invariant properties of an object, despite the intermittent marked variation in the retinal properties of the object’s image. Perceptual constancy can serve as a benchmark for other visual processes because it is assumed to occur only after the retinal properties of an image have been registered. If grouping occurs after constancy, then grouping could be presumed to be, in part, a relatively late process. The experimental approach is to give participants grouping tasks with stimuli that are ambiguous as to how they should be grouped. For example, Rock, Nijhawan, Palmer, and Tudor (1992) used lightness-constancy stimuli (Fig. 1), in which a central column of



circles was covered by a tinted transparency, and asked participants to group the central column with the elements on one side or the other. Participants could group the central column of circles on the basis of the color that the circles cast onto their retinas (with elements on the left), or they could filter out the effects of the tinted transparency to group by the underlying postconstancy reflectance spectra of the circles (with elements on the right). If participants grouped by reflectance spectra, after constancy operations, grouping could be considered a late visual process relative to grouping by retinal spectra. By examining grouping relative to ambiguous achromatic displays, Rock et al. (1992) concluded that grouping can occur, in part, after the perception of lightness constancy. Likewise, other experiments have demonstrated that perceptual grouping can operate on a postconstancy representation that is available only after processes of stereoscopic depth perception (Rock & Brosgole, 1964), amodal completion (Palmer, Neff, & Beck, 1996), and illusory contours (Palmer & Nelson, 2000). The preconstancy position is not consistent with these results. Evidence for late grouping has therefore been considered support for a second approach to perceptual grouping, the postconstancy position. The postconstancy position is that perceptual grouping can occur, in part, after perceptual constancy has been established. This position is supported by a large body of empirical evidence (Palmer et al., 1996; Palmer & Nelson, 2000; Rock & Brosgole, 1964; Rock et al., 1992). However, this evidence has been primarily generated in unlimited-exposure-time experiments. The results of these experiments provide information about grouping when visual stimuli are fully processed, in late vision. However, such experiments may overlook grouping at earlier stages of visual processing. For this reason, in the present experiments we sought to measure grouping during the time course of perceptual processing. We examined grouping by chromatic color similarity because of accumulating evidence on the locus of chromatic color processing. Chromatic color constancy is achieved when the invariant reflectance spectrum of a surface is perceived, despite variations in the retinal spectrum caused by changes in lighting or transparency. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies suggest that pre-chromaticcolor-constancy processing (of the retinal spectrum) occurs in functional areas V1 and V2 of the occipital cortex, whereas chromaticcolor-constancy processing (of the reflectance spectrum) occurs in functional area V4 (Zeki, Aglioti, McKeefry, & Berlucchi, 1999; Zeki & Marini, 1998). Grouping by the reflectance spectrum of a chromatic color is therefore a relatively late visual process with respect to grouping by retinal spectrum. If perceptual grouping by preconstancy retinal spectra were found to occur, then grouping by chromatic color similarity would be considered an early process. However, if grouping were found to be based on postconstancy reflectance spectra, then it would be considered a relatively late process.



EXPERIMENT 1 Address correspondence to Melissa F. Schulz, PCD 4118G, University of South Florida, 4202 Fowler Ave., Tampa, FL 33620-7200; e-mail: mschulz@ mail.usf.edu.
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In Experiment 1, we varied exposure time to examine grouping by similarity of chromatic color at early and late stages of visual processing. At each point in time, we measured whether grouping operates by VOL. 14, NO. 1, JANUARY 2003
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Melissa F. Schulz and Thomas Sanocki 13 participants were omitted for one or more of the following reasons: The participant was not a native English speaker, did not bring corrective eyewear to the experiment and needed it to see the pictures on the computer screen, or was part color-blind. A mask, containing squiggly lines of colors that were cloned from the circles in the experimental stimuli, followed each stimulus to limit exposure time to 200 ms, 500 ms, 1,100 ms, or 2,000 ms. On each trial, the mask was displayed until the participant responded. Exposure time varied between groups (20 participants per group).



Stimuli



Fig. 1. Example of the experimental stimulus, similar to the stimuli used in the lightness-constancy experiment of Rock, Nijhawan, Palmer, and Tudor (1992). In this example, the preconstancy retinal wavelength of the central column of circles matches the columns on the left side and the postconstancy reflectance spectrum of the central column of circles matches the columns on the right side. Note that simultaneous contrast affects the appearance of the central column’s retinal spectrum, causing it to differ slightly from that of the columns on the left side. Although this example is printed here in black and white, participants saw the stimuli in chromatic color; an example can be viewed on the Web at http://www. psychologicalscience.org/journals/ps/figures/14_1_26_f1.html. retinal spectrum (i.e., before chromatic color constancy) or by reflectance spectrum (i.e., after chromatic color constancy).1 The experimental stimuli were based on luminance-constancy stimuli (Rock et al., 1992), with the addition of chromatic color (see Fig. 1; an illustration of how the stimuli looked in color can be viewed on the Web at http://www.psychologicalscience.org/journals/ps/figures/14_ 1_26_f1.html). The arrays contained five columns of circles. The critical central column was manipulated by depicting a tinted transparency in front of it. As a result, the central circles matched the retinal spectrum of the two columns on one side of the array. If participants grouped the central column by similarity of retinal spectrum, then they would group it with the columns on this side. However, after perceptual constancy operations, the perceived color of the central column of circles would match the reflectance spectrum of the opposing side of two columns. If participants grouped the central column by similarity of perceived reflectance spectrum, they would group it with these opposing columns. Four groups of participants were each exposed to a particular stimulus duration. Durations ranged from 200 ms to 2,000 ms.



Method Participants and design Ninety-three participants from the undergraduate participant pool at the University of South Florida volunteered to participate. Of these,



1. Note that we use the descriptor “reflectance spectrum” in preference to the term “perceived color” because the term “perceived” presupposes the result. VOL. 14, NO. 1, JANUARY 2003



Initial versions of the experimental arrays were created in Alias Sketch©. There were three color schemes. The colors of the reflectance-match circles were chosen from the default set of Alias Sketch colors (red, red, and yellow in Schemes 1–3, respectively). In each scheme, a colored transparency was placed over the central column of circles, which also were the reflectance-match color. The scene was then rendered by the Ray Trace algorithm, and the resulting color of the central circles was used as the retinal-match color. This color was then copied and used to fill the circles on the retinal-match side, in Adobe Photoshop. The colors of the transparencies and the resulting retinal-match colors were, respectively, blue and purple, green and dark green, and red and orange. As measured in Adobe Photoshop, the transparencies reduced brightness of the colors by an average of 48%. A reflected version of each stimulus array was also produced. (Note that a shadow was depicted on the right-hand side of the transparency in all stimulus arrays.) This resulted in a total of six experimental stimuli (see example in Fig. 1) that were ambiguous with regard to grouping. The stimulus arrays had a gray background (visual angle of approximately 11.4  13.9 at a viewing distance of approximately 61 cm), with evenly spaced columns of circles. Each circle subtended approximately 1.7 of visual angle. In addition to the experimental stimuli, the main experiment contained practice and control stimuli that were unambiguous with regard to grouping. The control stimuli were identical to the experimental stimuli with one exception: The position of the transparency was behind the central column of circles (based on occlusion cues) and therefore did not affect their retinal spectrum. Control stimuli were used to confirm that participants were grouping by similarity. Each of the six experimental and six control stimuli was presented 48 times during the experiment, in random order. The practice stimuli were similar to the experimental and control arrays but did not contain a transparency.



Procedure Participants were first instructed to group unambiguous practice stimuli. Next, prior to the test trials, participants were shown a threedimensional model of a clear transparency and an array of circles. The model served to illustrate the layout of the stimuli. Participants were then told that they would be making decisions about stimuli presented on a computer screen and were read the instruction: “Group the central column of circles by the way that seems best to you.” A left-side or right-side grouping response was required on each trial. The experiment was controlled by a Macintosh 6500 Power Personal Computer that ran PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993). Responses were recorded by key press.
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Time Course of Grouping Results Across stimulus durations, participants were more than 97% accurate, on average, in grouping the unambiguous control stimuli by color similarity. These results suggest that participants had enough time to make accurate grouping responses given limited stimulus durations, at least when the stimuli were unambiguous. The results for the experimental stimuli are shown in Figure 2, which plots the mean percentage of grouping by postconstancy reflectance spectrum, for each stimulus duration. There was relatively little grouping by reflectance spectrum at the shortest exposure time (11.7% at 200 ms, or 88.3% grouping by retinal spectrum), and a gradual increase of grouping by reflectance spectrum as exposure time increased, reaching 82.5% at 2,000 ms. The results suggest that the basis of grouping is initially preconstancy retinal spectrum and then gradually switches to postconstancy reflectance spectrum as exposure time increases. The finding of grouping by a postconstancy property (reflectance) at long durations is consistent with other evidence for late influences on grouping (Palmer et al., 1996; Palmer & Nelson, 2000; Palmer & Rock, 1994; Rock & Brosgole, 1964; Rock et al., 1992). The finding of grouping by a preconstancy property is new. Figure 3 summarizes the percentage of participants who grouped by each mode (retinal spectrum, reflectance spectrum, or neither) as defined by a binomial Z test on each participant’s response set ( p  .05). At the shortest exposure time, most participants grouped by preconstancy retinal spectrum on a significant majority of trials. At medium exposure times, most participants grouped by one mode (retinal or reflectance), and the probability of grouping by the postconstancy reflectance mode increased with exposure time. Thus, the intermediate percentages at medium durations in Figure 2 were produced not by mixed responses within participants but by a mixture of participants each of whom grouped by a retinal or reflectance mode. At the longest exposure time, most participants grouped by postconstancy reflectance spectrum on a significant majority of trials. Thus, the percentage of participants who grouped by the preconstancy retinal mode de-



creased with exposure time, whereas that of participants who grouped by the postconstancy reflectance mode increased. Can the predominance of grouping by preconstancy retinal spectrum at shorter exposure times be explained by the effect of time constraints on the ability to process stimulus details? Because processing time was limited, fine scene properties (i.e., the circles) may have been difficult to discriminate. Participants might therefore have based their responses on a coarse scene detail, the color of the tinted transparency. In particular, if participants grouped by matching a side to the color of the tinted transparency, “grouping by retinal spectrum” responses would be produced. To test this possibility, we presented six variations of a modified stimulus array to a separate group of 10 participants. Exposure time was limited to 200 ms. In these arrays, the two columns of circles on one side matched the retinal spectrum of the transparency, whereas the two columns of circles on the other side matched the retinal spectrum of the central circles. Out of 10 participants, 9 grouped by the retinal spectrum of the central circles (binomial Z test, p  .05), and 1 grouped by neither the retinal spectrum of the central circles nor that of the transparency. Thus, grouping was controlled by the circles, indicating that most participants were able to see and group by the circles at exposure times as low as 200 ms.



EXPERIMENT 2 As noted, the late-grouping results obtained in Experiment 1 are consistent with the results of other postconstancy experiments (Palmer et al., 1996; Palmer & Nelson, 2000; Rock & Brosgole, 1964; Rock et al., 1992). However, the early-grouping results are new, and it is important to consider alternative explanations. One possible explanation is that the early-grouping pattern occurred only because stimulus processing was terminated prematurely, limiting the types of processing that could take place. There might be only a late grouping process, but in short-duration conditions, the visual processes might have produced an incomplete output for the late grouping process to group. The incomplete output might have been a representation of circles that was not yet processed for constancy—a retinal representation. Under these conditions, the late grouping process might produce the pattern designated as “early grouping.” When there is more processing time, however, the inputs to the late grouping process would be complete, and late-grouping responses would be produced. A critical issue is the generality of the early-grouping results—are they limited to brief exposure durations? To test the generality of early grouping, we ran a second experiment involving unlimited stimulus durations and a reaction time (RT) measure. First, we explained the difference between retinal and reflectance spectra to participants. Then we asked them to group by the retinal spectrum in some trial blocks and by the reflectance spectrum in other trial blocks. If grouping by retinal spectrum were completed before grouping by reflectance spectrum, then RTs would be expected to be faster in the retinal-grouping condition. In this case, the advantage for early grouping would not be determined by severe time limits on the stimulus information available.



Method Fig. 2. Results from Experiment 1: Mean percentage of grouping by postconstancy reflectance spectrum as a function of exposure time. The bars indicate standard errors.
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Fifteen new participants (13 females) from the same pool volunteered to participate. However, the data for 3 participants were deleted from the analysis because their error rate exceeded 10% in one condition (in each VOL. 14, NO. 1, JANUARY 2003
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Fig. 3. Distribution of individual performance modes in Experiment 1. For each exposure time, the graph shows the percentages of participants who passed a binomial Z test (p  .05) for grouping a significant majority of the experimental stimuli by preconstancy retinal spectrum, postconstancy reflectance spectrum, or neither.



case, the high error rate was in the reflectance-grouping condition). The ambiguous experimental stimuli used in Experiment 1 were displayed in practice and experimental trials. In practice trials, participants were instructed to group by retinal or reflectance spectrum. For the retinal-grouping task, participants were instructed to group the central column of circles by the color that they appeared to be when occluded by the tinted transparency. For the reflectance-grouping task, participants were instructed to group the central circles by the stable color of the circles that was recognized after the transparency in front of them was taken into consideration. Participants completed 6 practice trials with each task at the beginning of the experiment. Next, one task was randomly selected by the computer, and the participant received 6 more practice trials with that task, followed by eight blocks of 12 test trials each. Following this, the alternate task was presented in the same manner.



Results The mean RT for correct retinal-grouping responses was 605 ms, and the mean RT for correct reflectance-grouping responses was 175 ms longer, t(11)  2.78, p  .02, SEdifference  63 ms. Thus, grouping by preconstancy information was considerably faster than grouping by postconstancy information. Participants were 97.8% accurate for grouping by reflectance spectra and 98.7% accurate for grouping by retinal spectra, t(11)  1.02, p .33. Under the conditions of this experiment, it seems likely that sufficient information was available for correct interpretation of the stimVOL. 14, NO. 1, JANUARY 2003



uli. Therefore, the advantage for early grouping cannot be explained by severe limits on information. These results provide evidence of the generality of the early-grouping results in Experiment 1. Further evidence supporting the generality of the results comes from an additional study in which we used the open-ended grouping instructions of Experiment 1 and each stimulus array was presented until the participant responded. The mean RT was 1,481 ms, meaning that the stimuli were displayed for a relatively long period of time. As would be expected from Experiment 1, most participants (80%) grouped the central column by its reflectance spectrum. However, an interesting finding emerged from the RTs after they were separated by predominant processing mode, using the binomial Z test to determine predominance. The 2 participants who grouped by preconstancy retinal mode had a mean RT of 708 ms, whereas those who grouped by postconstancy reflectance mode had a mean RT of 1,600 ms. Thus, faster responding was associated with retinal grouping and slower responding with reflectance grouping, consistent with the relation between processing mode and time in Experiments 1 and 2.



GENERAL DISCUSSION These results demonstrate that grouping can operate on both a preconstancy, retinal representation and a postconstancy, reflectance representation. On the basis of human imaging studies and research on brain damage (Zeki at al., 1999; Zeki & Marini, 1998), we can infer that the early, retinal-based grouping processes involve areas V1 and
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Time Course of Grouping V2, and that the later, reflectance-based grouping processes involve V4. These results suggest that the preconstancy and postconstancy positions can be integrated under the assumption that each applies to a different stage of processing. The preconstancy position may be correct in assuming that there is an early grouping process based on retinal inputs, whereas the postconstancy position may be correct in assuming that there is a late grouping process based on postconstancy representations. The different stages of grouping can be described within Palmer and Rock’s (1994) framework for perceptual organization, which assumes both early, image-based stages of organization and later, postconstancy-based organizational stages. Our findings are complemented by additional evidence suggesting that preconstancy information can affect performance in other visual tasks. Gulick and Stake (1957) found that at short exposure times, observers used pre-size-constancy information to estimate the size of triangles, whereas at long exposure times, participants used post-sizeconstancy information. Rauschenberger and Yantis (2001) have shown that in visual search experiments with limited exposure times, preamodal-completion information can be perceived at short stimulus durations, whereas post-amodal-completion information is perceived at longer stimulus durations. Further, Moore and Brown (2001) have shown that visual search processes do not simply involve postconstancy, reflectance-based information, but also can involve preconstancy, retinal-based information. These studies provide additional evidence of a preconstancy influence on perceptual grouping. There are several ways in which the multiple grouping processes might work. Given that participants in Experiment 2 could group effectively by either instruction, one could assume that both types of representations (preconstancy and postconstancy) can exist and are available for grouping, in a cascaded time course and presumably in differing brain regions. Grouping processing might be separate from these representations and applicable to either representation. Alternatively, grouping might be instantiated within each of the representational regions, that is, within both the early and the late representations. A third possibility is that there is in fact one representation that is modified by constancy processes, and that grouping can be applied to it early in processing, when the representation is retinal, or later in processing, after constancy processes have modified it. These possibilities are potential topics for further research.
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